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If von Glahn’s new periodization will be both useful and controversial, his treatment 
of the Great Divergence debate will likely draw the most attention. Von Glahn gives 
an authoritative summary of market development in China both before (Chapter 8) and 
after 1800 (Chapter 9). He presents new evidence showing standards of living, degree 
of market integration, and credit availability were all lower in China than in Western 
Europe around 1800. Yet von Glahn notes that Chinese institutions for credit, contract, 
partnership, and business organization were different from European institutions, but 
not necessarily inferior. Differences between Europe and China were of degree, and did 
not categorically preclude China from industrial development. Von Glahn also disagrees 
with other “California School” arguments that the divergence of Chinese and European 
fortunes was based in resource availability (Pomeranz, The Great Divergence), or 
the degree of urbanization (Jean-Laurent Rosenthal and R. Bin Wong, Before and 
Beyond Divergence. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011). Instead he 
returns with new evidence to support an old argument: that warfare and the develop-
ment of treaty ports in the nineteenth century destroyed and displaced native Chinese  
institutions.

As a reference work and introduction The Economic History of China is an astounding 
success. It is eminently readable, succinct but thorough; it touches upon all major areas 
of economic history, and most major debates in both Chinese and comparative economic 
history. A particular strength is the attention to language: for each key term von Glahn 
provides a brief institutional history; a clear, context-sensitive English translation; and 
the original term in Chinese. Von Glahn’s original arguments on the nature of polit-
ical and economic change, the periodization of Chinese history, and the divergence 
debate are clear and provocative, and largely persuasive. Despite minor oversights, The 
Economic History of China lives up to its promise to both summarize and frame China’s 
economic history. It is highly recommended to both specialists on China and compara-
tive scholars of political and economic history.

IAN MATTHEW MILLER, St. John’s University

Trade and Technology Networks in the Chinese Textile Industry: Opening Up Before 
the Reform. By Carles Brasó Broggi. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. Pp. xiii, 
221. $120, hardcover; $89.00, eBook.
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When discussing China’s extraordinary economic achievement after 1978, few 
studies connect it to the country’s experience in the early twentieth century, despite 

clustered in coastal areas and had a special emphasis on light industries. The dramatic 

civil war destroyed most of China’s industries and drove entrepreneurs to Hong Kong 

originated from the old ones in the 1930s.

government, their commercial networks survived and contributed to China’s industrial 
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international buyers. During the war years, this network helped to protect the Chinese 

in mainland China, entrepreneurs who moved to Hong Kong maintained their original 
network and continued their business, which turned Hong Kong into a new export center 
of textile products. The connections with international markets resumed after China’s 
opening up in the 1970s. In this phase, international markets again supplied capital and 

By raising this argument, Brasó Broggi also points out that it was the fragmentation 
of domestic markets, largely caused by domestic chaos, which hindered positive spill-
overs of China’s industrialization in the early twentieth century. As a result, the rise of 
the transnational network was not only due to the shortage of capital and raw cotton, 
but the network also served as a substitute for the lack of an integrated domestic market. 
The fragmented domestic markets also turned China to a dual-economy before WWII, 
with the coastal regions, and especially the Yangzi Delta, responding in a timely way 
to the world market with industrialization and growth, while the rest of the country was 
in poverty. 

Brasó Broggi conducts this study by tracing the experience of three representative 

of their owners from the early twentieth century to the 1970s. He combines rich archives 

identify their trading partners, and analyze the rationale in their production decisions. 

naturally looked to external sources for textile machinery. The high risk involved in 

-
mediate goods were volatile, but in need of continuous investment in machinery and 
technology. The foreign traders ensured the supply of machinery, engineering advisors, 

-
ning to expand as the Second Sino-Japanese War broke out, so the war in 1937 inter-

when Britain declared war with Japan, Chinese entrepreneurs escaped from Shanghai 
and settled in Hong Kong.  

Chapters 6 to 8 focus on the entrepreneurs’ experience during the socialist era from 
1949 to 1978 and China’s market reform in 1978. Before the Socialist transition, most 
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entrepreneur families were divided into two parts. Some family members moved to 
Hong Kong and often transferred part of their business there as well, with other members 

enterprises, prevented by the government to maintain their old business model and 
develop foreign trade. The situation changed after China’s market reforms. Beginning 
in 1978, the government’s new attitude to embrace the market economy encouraged 
entrepreneurs to resume their original business relationships and foreign connections. 
This time, entrepreneurs in Mainland China not only reconnected to foreign trading 
partners, but their family members in Hong Kong as well. The later provided capital in 

This book examines historical roots of China’s industrialization since the 1970s. 
Using rich primary historical archives, the author tells fascinating stories about the 

-
utes new observations to this topic that emphasize the importance of baseline market 
conditions and trade networks on economic development in early twentieth-century 
China. These arguments can be tested or generalized in future studies. For example, 
did vertical integration reduce risks from a volatile and fragmented domestic market? 
And to what extent were well-connected transnational trade networks a substitute for 
domestic markets? Scholars interested in business history and Chinese history would 

CONG LIU, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics

Feeding Manila in Peace and War, 1850–1945. By Daniel F. Doeppers. Madison, WI: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 2016. Pp. xvii, 443. $79.95, cloth. 
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This book emerges largely from the author’s previous innovative work: Manila 
1900–1941: Social Change in a Late Colonial Metropolis (New Haven: Yale University 
Southeast Asian Studies, 1984). After 40 years of meticulous research, consisting of 
work at various archives and libraries and interviews, Daniel F. Doeppers has attained 
enormous success in creating a new scholarship of historical geography in Southeast 
Asian Studies. 

-
ical problem of provisioning Manila, the ‘megacity’ in Southeast Asia” (p. 4). This 
volume focuses on the food supply system in Manila from the late nineteenth century to 
the end of WWII. It is a history that traverses over a century’s time of colonial experi-
ences under three empires: Spain, the United States, and Japan. There might be several 
ways of explaining the distinctive features of the transformation of Manila as a big 
city during this period. The method adopted by the author is to trace the role of Manila 
in food provisioning, which gives us a unique perspective from which to understand 
the history of this period. We thus come to understand Manila as the “living entity of 
food provision network” within the city itself, as well as with neighboring and remote 
provinces, or even with other parts in Asia. Needless to say, the commercial network of 
commodities transformed in accordance with changes over the century analyzed. 
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